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That piece of evidence is not only decisive in connection with the present difference of opinion, but is of the highest importance for the reconstruction of the history and development of our term in the early Muslim period. I shall, therefore, deal first of all with it, and in some detail. The discussion regarding the two original instances will be only somewhat abbreviated, because it contains points which are both pertinent to our subject and can be better clarified here than elsewhere.
The work of al-Jahiz which contains the evidence in question is the epistle Jawa-ri5, mentioned in the opening lines of the present study. But before presenting and analyzing the evidence, a few remarks about the epistle have to be made, which will explain the background of the evidence.
Al-Jahiz contrasts there the qualities of the boys and the girls (mainly the slave-boys and the slave-girls), shifting very often to men and women in general, and putting special emphasis on the sexual aspect (including adultery and pederasty)6. He does it by means of a debate or dispute between a protagonist of the girls (siihib al-/awairi) and a protagonist of the boys (sahib al-ghilman). A repeated argument of this second protagonist is that the lovers of the females are primitive and rude, whereas the lovers of the males are refined and sophisticated. He includes the early Arabs (and particularly their poets) in the first category and the later ones in the second.
The passage on the eunuchs occupies two full pages7 out of a debate covering about thirty sparsely printed pages (including the scholarly apparatus)8, and it comes at the very end of that debate. It is represented as the pronouncement of sahib al-,jawdr, and it opens with these words. [4] ta'rifuhu al-awd'il /a-alja'tand ila9 an nasif ma fl al-khisydan wa-in lam vakun li-dhalika mnanan ft kitdbina idh kunna innanda naqul fi al-jawiri wal-ghilmdn) t?. These opening lines are followed by the enumeration of those characteristics with the clear major aim of demonstrating that the eunuchs are neither men nor women " and, therefore, should be excluded from the debate.
What the protagonist of the Jawiari affirms in the clearest possible terms is that the whole discussion about the eunuchs had been forced upon him by his fellow-disputant, because it was that disputant who had been the first to refer to them. This affirmation has a sole, single and inevitable meaning: the protagonist of the boys must have already mentioned the eunuchs. One has only to examine the few preceding pages which contain that protagonist's statements, and he will surely discover that reference. It is most regrettable that M. did not do that obvious thing.
In looking for that reference in those preceding few pages one will not find the word khisyadn (or khasi). The inescapable conclusion to be drawn from this fact is that the eunuchs must appear under a different name. And, indeed, they do appear under such name in the following circumstances.
II. According to the assertion of sdhib al-jawdrf it never happened that the love of a ghuldm caused the death of any lover (lam nasma' bi-'ashiq qatalaha hubb ghuldm). As by contrast, he names seven poets who died because of their love to a woman. Amongst them were Kuthayyir, Jamal and 'Urwa, whose respective love to 'Azza, Buthayna and 'Afra' had been the cause of their death'2.
The answer of sahib al-ghilidin to this assertion is the following one. Secondly, the opening lines about the khisyjn, which we have reproduced and translated (passage I), contain the word al-awJ'il'7 (?the first ones>>), which is a key term in our context. The same word appears two additional times in the epistle (passages IV, V below), and once in the form of al-awwah7n (passage IV). The retort of sdhib al-ghilman to his antagonist's praise of the earlier poets is this. What should be emphasized about this quotation is that al-Jahiz speaks and cites here in the first person. This increases considerably the chances that our author preserved al-Jahiz's own words. Fa'iq is a quite frequent name among eunuchs35.
A central aspect of M.'s interpretation of al-Jahiz's khiidim is that he does not confine himself to that author's terminology. He has a much wider goal. By means of it he wants to question my whole attempt at tracing the earliest occurrences of that term in the sense under discussion (an attempt which he does not present with absolute accuracy). Since that interpretation had been proved to be without foundation, anything he wants to base on it belongs perforce to the same category. However, the examination of his line of argument and his conclusions contribute to the clarification of the issue of the present debate.
In word ?earlier>>) (op. cit., p. 214, note 105) . 39 In order to remove any doubt, in spite of its being self-evident, I would like to emphasize that khadims mentioned in al-Tabari's chronicle and in writings of other authors during the periods preceding their own time, especially if they are prominent persons, are also undoubtedly eunuchs. The uncertainty is solely about whether the early lost sources call them already khddim (pl. khadam), or this represents only the terminology of later extant sources, which copied from them and changed their original wording (see also below). The insurmountable difficulty of having to reconstruct early Islamic history on the basis of later sources, which I raise so emphatically a propos the term khadim, will again be referred to below. 40 This by no means implies that the term khasi became extinct (see also below). Even when the account attributed to al-Mada'ini stands alone, the claim that in a passage of about four lines, Khadim, which is mentioned there twice in the same connexion, means ?servant> in the first time and khasi in the second, does not seem to have any foundation. Furthermore, it is utterly inconceivable that Mu'awiya would be so inconsiderate and heedless that his wife would suspect him of bringing an adult unemasculated male to her private quarters, and at a moment when she had been barefaced. If that had been the case, he would have entered first and warned her. Even with such a forewarning it is extremely doubtful that under ordinary circumstances a Muslim would allow a man to enter the As far as khadim vis-a-vis khasi is concerned, the incident just discussed, together with the whole passage in which it is included, serves as a good example for the employment of both words. Although khadim became more and more dominant, the original khasi by no means disappeared. It recurs in the sources quite frequently, and in passages where ?eunuch>> has to be mentioned repeatedly (like in the Khumarawayhi-Mu'awiya one), they alternate the two words45. This greatly facilitates the task of establishing their identity.
Yet another, and very interesting, aspect of the Mu'awiya incident is revealed by M. As already stated, he quotes another version of it which he found in al-Jahiz's writings, and which is also attributed to the same al-Mada'ini. In that version khadim is not mentioned at all. Since alJahiz was al-Mada'inl's contemporary he argues his citation should be considered the reliable one, and not that of the later al-Mas'uid46.
This piece of evidence from al-Jahiz was unknown to me. However, it still leaves insurmountable the difficulty caused by the lost early sources which I have clearly mentioned, and to which I shall return in the present paper. With the absence of the original works of al-Mada'ini, one can argue, with the same degree of credibility, that these are not identical accounts, but similar versions. Such versions of traditions grouped 4 The Mu'awiya incident reflects a certain revulsion from the introduction of eunuchs into the harim. We know of short-lived attempts to mitigage that practice by letting into the women's quarters only over age or under age eunuchs (i.e. below or above the age of the virility of the unemasculated male). [14] together in the same source, or scattered over numerous sources, and with varying degrees of differences (including differences in wording) are very common in Muslim writings. Al-Mada'ini was a prolific writer, and both al-Jahiz and al-Mas'tudi could pick non-identical versions either from the same or from different works of his. What supports that possibility is: a) the fundamentally different language of the two versions47; b) the fact that in al-Jahiz's rendition the wife in question is Maysiun, the daughter of Bahdal, and in that of al-Mas'iudi it is Fakhita, the daughter of Qaraza; c) the existence of an account about a very similar incident connected with the sister of Husayn b. 'Ali48.
The introduction of emasculated males into the harim must have caused hesitations and reservations, especially in the beginning; and traditions of antagonism to it connected with this or that personality is the natural thing to expect. A more thorough reading of the sources might well bring an additional crop of similar traditions. Like the three versions just referred to, they will, in all probability, differ both in language and in details of varying degrees of importance. All this serves only to diminish the chances that al-Jahiz and al-Mas'uidi copied from al-Mada'ini exactly the same account49. Neither is it certain that the first of them copied more accurately than the second.
We reach now the main implication to be drawn from the khadam of al-Jahiz in Jawalri. The context of that term's appearance there shows how widespread its euphemistic use had already become in that author's time. Al-Jahiz employed khadam without any additional clarification, because he had no doubt that his readers would know exactly what he means. He then used khisyain without any addition. being again completely certain that those readers would know precisely to which earlier passage in his epistle he refers". It is thus made absolutely certain that 
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There is a reasonable possibility that it had been. It is hard to believe that later sources had been so systematic as to replace every single khasi of earlier sources by khadim. Thus the existence of a residue of khddims from the earlier sources should not be ruled out. This supposition is considerably strengthened by al-Jahiz's use of khddim and khadam in that sense. 
